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Feature Wish List
Feature

Description

Input

The oscilloscope will take in voltage input from a signal
generator or a circuit

Output

The oscilloscope will display the signal on a screen. The
display will have grids

Scale

Adjust time division and voltage division to obtain a
visible signal

Cursor

Move cursors horizontally and vertically to take data at
any given point

Measurements

Measure values such as peak-to-peak voltage,
amplitude, frequency, period

MIMO

The oscilloscope will display multiple signals with multiple
inputs

GUI

A GUI will be used to take user inputs to adjust screen
settings, time and voltage divisions, and trace colors
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Description: What and Why
What
● Our objective is to implement a digital oscilloscope using our Intel
Cyclone V SoC FPGA. This FPGA has two analog-to-digital
converters and a 10-pin analog input. The two A/D converters are
ADI AD9254 devices which are made for high speed and
high-performance applications. The device can provide 14-bit
accuracy at 150 MSPS data rate. This powerful analog-to-digital
converter thus provides us with a strong hardware platform to
implement the digital oscilloscope. We plan to operate on the data
using FPGA logic and draw waveforms on a monitor through the
VGA port.
Why
● Oscilloscopes are invaluable for planning or repairing electronic
equipment.
● Oscilloscopes are very valuable and widely used by people globally-from TV repair professionals to physics researchers.
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Description
How
We are going to build an oscilloscope by hooking up an ADC and an
FPGA together. We will be using the FPGA to model various
mathematical functions and display them using various waveforms. Our
goal is to hopefully be able to navigate between two to three different
functions and their corresponding waveforms.
● FPGA
● ADC
● Signal Generator
We will be creating a GUI to display these waveforms. Ideally, the GUI
will also contain some buttons that symbolize some basic functions of
the oscilloscope.
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Feasibility Study (Risks)
-

The project can be divided into two parts:
1. HDL design (create the oscilloscope logic inside the FPGA):
FIFO-based design, RAM-based design, Trigger mechanism, more
functionality can be added. and,
2. Oscilloscope hardware device.

-

These two parts should be carried out simultaneously.

-

The Challenging part and Problems to be solved:
The software part: will it run successfully?
Visualization of oscilloscope
The hardware part: Which kind of chips to purchase? (Pluto I or II, and
other materials.) Will Prof. Edwards provide us the materials or
money(around 100$)?

Components/Resources and Budget

Link to Doc
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Milestones and Timeline
Milestone

0

Description
HDL design (create the oscilloscope logic inside
the FPGA): FIFO-based design, RAM-based design,
Trigger mechanism, more functionality can be added.
Making an oscilloscope hardware device.
●

1
●

2

This design was created using the Flashy
boards.
See also the "hands-on" page on how to
build a simple oscilloscope.

Test oscilloscope for proper functionality
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